We are introducing a regular International GCSE November series, first running in November 2023. This series is being introduced to best meet the needs of students requiring International GCSE exam opportunities outside of the full May/June series, and it will replace the existing January series.

We know that many of you will still want to offer International GCSE exams between May/June 2022 and May/June 2023 and we will continue to run the January series in 2023. This will be the last January International GCSE series.

You can see the full International GCSE exam series for 2022-24 and beyond below.

### Pearson Edexcel

**International GCSE – November Exam Series**

#### Regular subjects for January exam series
- Accounting
- Arabic (First Language)
- Bangla
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Commerce
- Economics
- English Language A
- English Language B
- English Literature
- ESL
- Further Pure Mathematics
- Human Biology
- Mathematics A
- Mathematics B
- Physics
- Science (Double Award)

#### Additional subjects for November exam series, from 2023 onwards
- Business
- Chinese
- French
- Geography
- History
- ICT
- Science (Single Award)

All 37 International GCSE subjects are available for the ongoing May/June exam series.

Your local Pearson representative will support your school in the transition to using the November International GCSE series.
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